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this instrument samples the mighty sound of the steinway grand piano including the
full sound range of the instrument. the authentic sound of the grand piano has been
captured from the original recording sessions of a fine instrument. using the original
software (version 2.0) and a dedicated user interface, you can create or modify your
own sound. in the piano section, the instrument delivers a realistic performance of
the piano. the audio section offers a wide variety of effects such as a compressor,
limiter, equalizer, delay, chorus, vibrato, volume, panning, and more. the
performance section offers pre-composed or user-written or recorded samples that
can be edited using the included software. with this soundfont you will be able to
recreate the sound of a live steinway for almost free! this is a 21-part soundfont
made of the ultimate steinway grand piano with an amazing number of different
voices and sounds. with this soundfont you will be able to create an amazingly
realistic steinway sound. specifically designed for edm, dubstep, bigroom, garage,
trip hop, d'n'b, and dance music production, this soundfont is perfect for producing
tracks that're extremely dance-friendly. excelent. i'd imagine it would require a little
adjustment for the use in kontakt, but in a pinch, probably ok. i suspect if you let it
go cold after the first uses, you should get a bit more than you pay for. this is good
for free and non-free users alike. if you find yourself needing free steinway sounds,
this is the way to go. two numbers: piano sustain (on/off) and a-cut filter q
(frequency envelope).
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the defining feature of this instrument is an atmospheric pad that can be blended
with the main piano signal to create an underlying drone. you can leave it quiet for
a subtle effect, or crank the atmo lvl knob to let the ambient layer take over. right
now theres only a short demo available for piano one, but it demoed very well. my
only gripe with the sample quality is its relative lack of low and high frequencies.

there was an important third of the piano i couldnt place in its environment. believe
it or not, one of the best sounding pianos on the market costs $22,000. and thats
the steinway artist grand model. the maestro is one of the nicest piano setups in

existence, but a bit too expensive for a downloadable sample library. if youre
serious about recording on a grand, however, this one will serve you well. even
better, if youre looking for a grand for less than $1,000 you can check out my
colleague marlon kooistra of musicradar latest stevie review. if youre already

swimming in cash, however, the steinway grand model d is the way to go. its built
on vintage technology, has four voices, and requires a player through the kontakt

scripting language. its also the best-sounding piano in existence, but its sure to put
you in the top 5% of pianists. now of course, we all know that the steinway

soundfont is a great option for the home studio and personal use. the dsp is where
the magic happens and this is where you can explore how you can best make the

piano fit into your productions. whats most often used is the b-3 voicing that
delivers a bright and strong sound with a very light touch on the strings. for a more

classical approach, however, you can use the b-7, producing a more shimmering
sound with a much stronger resonance. either can be layered with a whole host of
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other effects to make the piano sound fit into your mix. 5ec8ef588b
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